Can You Make More Money With
NADEX Spreads Or NADEX Binary
Options?
NADEX spreads offer certain opportunities and binaries on
NADEX offer different opportunities. So what’s the
difference? Well NADEX spreads you can play momentum and you
get whatever you keep. That’s not necessarily the case with
binary options whereas binary options could not make it in
the money and then you make no money and you lose what you
put it.
On the other hand when you play binary options out of money
you can make very large returns usually bigger than spreads
and not always. You can even make 700% to 1000% returns on
NADEX spreads which is pretty awesome if you think about it.
But you need that momentum.
With binary options we can make a 100% 200% return with just
a little bit of momentum which is cool.
You can trade the NADEX weekly spreads which are called
touch brackets or you can play the daily or the two-hour
spreads for momentum. The two-hour spreads give you more
control over your risk. That said you can have just as much
control with a lot more profit potential with the play at
the edge of the test brackets for the daily spreads.
So why did NADEX call a spread a spread? Well it’s kind of
like trading the underlying asset but it’s in a bracket
which reminds individual of the concept of a credit spread
or a debit spread in vanilla options. So it’s really about
the bracketed range and that’s really about it. There are
some premium decay issues but not much. There are some
premium puff issues let’s say on the NASDAQ US Tech 100 but
other spreads don’t have to premium puff which gives you

very good deltas.
You would be smart to learn about spreads because it can put
a powerful trading weapon in your arsenal. Sometimes market
conditions do better for spreads than the binaries. Check
out more information here on our spreads NADEX trading
strategies systems and coaching programs.

